POWER FLAME PROJECT SHOWCASE
Low NOx Vector Burner for Clark Atlanta University

Earlier this year, Clark Atlanta University needed to replace an existing 40,000 PPH
water tube boiler on a relatively “fast track” schedule. They also wanted to upgrade the
burner and control systems to maximize the efficiency of the new boiler package. They
chose a Rentech 40,000 PPH D type water tube packaged boiler with a Power Flame
LNIV630-G-40-IO Vector burner designed to fire natural gas and meet sub 30 PPM NOx
emissions corrected to 3% excess oxygen. To meet the client’s requirements we
supplied the Vector burner equipped with our Director SCS parallel positioning
combustion control system, O2 trim, VFD control and two element feedwater control
system. The system was selected based upon its proven track record to meet the
required emissions, its competitive pricing, short lead time and simplistic design.
The Vector burner is a windbox/register design developed primarily for large water tube
boiler applications. It is a suspended flame type burner capable of firing a variety of
gaseous and liquid fuels. When combined with flue gas recirculation the burners can
easily achieve sub 30 PPM NOx emissions when firing natural gas and sub 80 PPM
when firing light oil. Turndown on natural gas is typically 10:1. The burner uses
compressed air or steam for atomization of fuel oils to meet emissions and achieve an
8:1 turndown. It is also capable of operating at 3% excess oxygen making it very energy
efficient.
Power Flame fabricated and assembled the complete burner which includes the
windbox, blower assembly, sound attenuator, parallel air sleeve, front plate adaptor,
stainless steel diffuser, main and pilot gas trains. The Director SCS is a microprocessor
based burner management and combustion controls system with an integral touch

screen display. Equipped with oxygen trim, VFD and feedwater control the Director SCS
is a state-of-the-art control system designed to optimize the operation of the boiler,
reduce operating costs and minimize maintenance. The burner/boiler package became
operational in September. Subsequently, a second burner was ordered to replace the
outdated burner on the remaining existing boiler. Both boilers will be equipped with the
Director SCS control that will feed in to a Master control panel with a third touch screen
display and integral lead–lag controls to optimize the plant operation and meet the
varying load demands.
The Vector burner offers Power Flame another product to compete in the larger water
tube boiler market. It is available in sizes up to 63 MMBH. The Cmax gun style burner is
also available in sizes up to 94 MMBH. Both burners will meet sub 20 to 30 PPM NOx on
natural gas in water tube boilers.

